Year Group: 2

Knowing

Term: Autumn 1

Understanding/Comprehension

Classes: Explorers and Musicians

Applying

Analysing

Teachers: Miss Cain and Miss Burgess

Creating/Synthesis

Evaluating

Basic

Advancing

Deep

Teaching style: Modelling and Explaining
List, Describe, Locate, Write, Find, State, Name, Follow, Complete,
Recall, Ask, Use, Match, Report, Measure, List, Illustrate, Label,
Recognise, Tell, Repeat, Arrange, Define, Memorise.

Reminding and guiding
Apply, Solve, Explain, Classify, Infer, Categorise, Identify, Organise,
Modify, Predict, Interpret, Summarise, Observe, Estimate,
Compare.

Coaching and mentoring
Select, Choose, Decide, Justify, Debate, Argue, Recommend, Assess,
Discuss, Prioritise, Determine, Create, Invent, Compose, Plan,
Construct, Design, Imagine, Propose, Devise, Formulate.

English

GP

Date:
Date:
Week 1
Week 2
Fiction Unit: The Way Back Home – Oliver Jeffers

Brilliant

Drama activities
Beginning

Sequencing

Read story
(imitation)

Story map

Find object in
cupboard

Cold task

Model text

Date:
Week 3

Full stops
Capital letters
Finger spaces
Using ‘and’

Conjunctions –
FANBOYS
for
and
nor
but
or
yet
so

Adjectives/Expanded noun
phrases





Plan story –
story map
Success criteria
for quest story –
with challenge
Hot task

Date:
Date:
Week 4
Week 5
Non-Fiction Unit: The Man on The Moon – Simon Bartram

Read main story

Plan recount
and other

Create their
recounts – what
recount
is a recount?

Model text of
our day in
wonderdome
Past tense
Conjunctions –
FANBOYS
Capital letters for proper
for
nouns (names, places etc.) and
nor
but
HA – paragraphs
or
yet
so

Date:
Week 6


Present recount
to class

Writing a list (link to DT)

HA – commas

S

(spellings – in SC for HT)
+ phonics

Reading – phonics

Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 4 – writing
Phase 5

Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 4 – writing
Phase 5

Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 4 – writing
Phase 5

Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 4 – writing
Phase 5

Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 4 – writing
Phase 5

Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 4 – writing
Phase 5

Layout of fiction books
title, blurb, author and

Inference – character’s
feelings

Short piece of text –
answer basic question

Short piece of text –
answer basic question

Short piece of text –
answer basic question

Read a recount – answer
questions

L (BC)
ML (TW)
MH (MG)
H (HB)
Reading – skills
(Every Friday)

-ed spellings

illustrator
back page info
skimming and scanning
(geography)
Maths- Maths No Problem

Lesson 1 - Counting to 100
Lesson 2 - Place Value
Lesson 3 - Comparing
Numbers
Lesson 4 - Number Bonds
Lesson 5 - Number
Patterns
Lesson 6 - Number
Patterns

Lesson 1 - Simple Adding
Lesson 2 - Simple Adding
Lesson 3 - Simple Adding
Lesson 4 - Simple Adding
Lesson 5 - Adding with
Renaming

Lesson 6 - Adding with
Renaming
Lesson 7 - Simple
Subtracting
Lesson 8 - Simple
Subtracting
Lesson 9 - Simple
Subtracting
Lesson 10 - Simple
Subtracting

Maths- Cross Curricular

Lesson 11 - Subtracting
with Renaming
Lesson 12 - Subtracting
with Renaming
Lesson 13 - Addition of
Three Numbers
Lesson 14 - Chapter
Consolidation

Lesson 1 - Multiplication
as Equal Groups
Lesson 2 - 2 Times Table
Lesson 3 - 2 Times Table
Lesson 4 - 5 Times Table
Lesson 5 - 5 Times Table

Lesson 6 - 10 Times Table
Lesson 7 - 10 Times Table
Lesson 8 - Multiplying by
2, 5 and 10
Lesson 9 - Multiplying by
2, 5 and 10
Lesson 10 - Solving Word
Problems

Art lesson: Create a
photographic collage in
the style of Hockney.
LO: To use a range of
materials creatively to
design and make products.

Art lesson: Compare and
contrast two pieces of
artwork.
Create a whole class popart style picture.
LO: To use a range of
materials creatively to
design and make products

Art lesson: Recreate
‘Hollywood Swimming
Pool, 1964’
LO: To develop a wide
range of art and design
techniques in using colour,
pattern, texture, line,
shape, form and space

Talk about perspective and
how the angled lines draw
our eyes around the page.
Talk about repeating
patterns in the artwork.

Measuring straight lines.
Drawing straight lines.
Discussing shapes they
have made.

Discuss size of pieces that
are being cut out – what
happens if we cut our
pieces very small? Very
big?
What will have the most
impact on the collage?
(mathematical vocab –
small, smaller,
smallest…comparative
sentences)
History
Neil Armstrong compared
to Christopher
Columbus
Shackleton, Scott,
Amundsen and Peary

Lesson: KWL.
To investigate the life and
work of Neil Armstrong by
using drama techniques
and questioning.

Link to computing
Lesson: Use different
research sources to find
further information about
Neil Armstrong.

LO: I can create my own
questions to investigate a
famous explorer.

LO: I can use different
sources to research a
famous explorer.

Activity: Write questions
with their learning partner

Activity: Recall any
questions they had from

Link to geography
Lesson: KWL.
To investigate the life and
work of Christopher
Columbus by using drama
techniques and
questioning.
LO: I can create my own
questions to investigate a
famous explorer.

to ask Neil Armstrong.
Organise questions into an
appropriate order in which
they want to ask.
Select and choose
questions to ask whilst hot
seating.

Geography
North and South pole

previous lesson they wish
to answer.
Write 3 questions with
their learning partner they
wish to answer using
laptops.
Summarise their findings
onto their notes (template
provided).
Discuss with their partner
the information they are
to relay back to the class.
Lesson: Introduction to
winter weather and how it
affects us as humans (in
preparation for polar
explorers).

(link to reading skill –
skimming and scanning)
Lesson: Introduction to
polar regions and Sir
Ernest Shackleton.

LO: I can talk about how
the weather affects
different people.

LO: I can locate hot and
cold areas in the world
based upon physical
features (snow, desert,
etc.).

Activity: Label image of
winter with different
adjectives. Use of word
mat.
Write about winter
weather and senses
(template provided).
Plan and construct
descriptive writing about
winter weather using
senses.

Science
Identify and compare the
suitability of a variety of
everyday materials,
including wood, metal,
plastic, glass, brick, rock,
paper and cardboard for
particular uses

Lesson: Investigating and
naming materials.

Activity: Write questions
with their learning partner
to ask Christopher
Columbus.
Organise questions into an
appropriate order in which
they want to ask.
Select and choose
questions to ask whilst hot
seating.

Lesson: Explore suitability
of different materials for
particular objects.

Lesson: Beginning to think
about materials suitable
for a toy rocket.

Lesson: Designing a toy
rocket and choosing
appropriate materials.

LO: I can identify and

LO: I can investigate and
choose appropriate
materials when creating
an object for a particular
purpose.

LO: I can design an object

Activity: Name and describe

the material of the object.

compare the suitability of
everyday materials for
particular uses.

LO: I understand the
geographical similarities
and differences of England
and a contrasting nonEuropean country
(Bahamas).

Activity: Locate and name
polar regions and UK.
Find answers about Sir
Ernest Shackleton with
learning partner using
variety of research
sources.
Summarise their findings
onto their notes (template
provided).
Discuss with their partner
the information they are
to relay back to the class.

Activity: List similarities
and differences of England
and Bahamas.
Categorise into the correct
columns.
Compare both countries.
Determine and justify
where they would prefer
to live.

Lesson: Creating a toy
rocket.

Lesson: Evaluate the toy
rocket.

LO: I can create an object

LO: I can evaluate the use

of my creation.

for a particular purpose.

with appropriate materials
for a particular purpose.

Activity: Illustrate and label

Activity: Recognise and

Activity: Complete

rocket with suitable

locate enough materials to

evaluation questions

LO: I can identify and

compare the suitability of
everyday materials.

Link to history
Lesson: Explore
Christopher Columbus’s
journey to the Bahamas
and compare and contrast
countries.

find out how the shapes of
solid objects made from
some materials can be
changed by squashing,
bending, twisting and
stretching

Explain why that material
is suitable for that object.
Determine whether the
object could be made out
of a different material.
Why?

DT

Lesson: What is a healthy
diet?
LO: Use the basic
principles of a healthy and
varied diet to prepare
dishes.
Activity: Name and tell an
adult the food chosen on
their plate.
Explain reasons for chosen
foods.
Discuss their healthy
eating plate and compare
to their learning partner’s.

Art
David Hockney

Lesson: Introduction to
David Hockney.
LO: Learn about the work
of a range of artists, craft
makers and designers,
describing the differences
and similarities between
different practices and
disciplines, and making
links to their own work.
Activity: Write about the
pictures, describing colour,

Activity: Illustrate and label

object and material.
Identify and explain its
suitablity.
Justify answer and
propose the best choice of
material for that object
instead. Why?

Activity: List the names of 3

or 4 suitable materials for
toy rocket.
Illustrate the parts of the
object in which that
material will be placed.
Explain why that material
was chosen.
Justify why other materials
were not suitable.

material choices and
designs.
Organise labeling so that
presentation of design is
neat and clear for others
to observe.
Plan how to create the
rocket using these
materials.

Lesson: What does it mean
to be healthy?
Exercise and mental
health.
Cross curricular – link with
history (fitness and
wellbeing to reach South
Pole). Link to COEL.
LO: Use the basic
principles of a healthy and
varied diet to prepare
dishes.
Activity: List at least 3
things we do to keep
healthy.
Explain how things keep us
healthy. E.g. Why do we
brush our teeth?
Decide what extra things
you may need to do to
stay healthy if exploring
the South Pole.
Lesson: Learning about
primary and secondary
colours.
LO: To develop a wide
range of art and design
techniques in using colour,
pattern, texture, line,
shape, form and space.
Activity: Name the 3
primary and 3 secondary
colours
Explain to a friend how to

Lesson: Draw a selfportrait using shading to
show light and dark.
LO: To develop a wide
range of art and design
techniques in using colour,
pattern, texture, line,
shape, form and space.
Activity: Recognise where
the shading techniques
have created light and
dark Hockney’s work.

create the rocket.
Decide upon the parts of
the rocket in which will be
made first, second, etc.
Construct the rocket using
the most appropriate
materials and plan
provided.

regarding their rocket.
Identify areas for
improvement and
summarise what could be
used next time instead.
Assess strengths and
weaknesses of rocket if
others were to purchase it.

Lesson: Design own
healthy dish with locally
sourced produce.
LO: Understand where our
food sources come from.
Activity: List food that
could be used in their dish
Organise foods into a
healthy meal
Select foods which will be
least damaging to the
environment and justify
their reasons why

Lesson: Create a
photographic collage in
the style of Hockney.
LO: To use a range of
materials creatively to
design and make products.
Activity: Use scissors to cut
a picture and create a
collage
Organise their cut out
pieces into a collage which
is still recognisable – in the

Lesson: Compare and
contrast two pieces of
artwork.
Create a whole class popart style picture.
LO: To use a range of
materials creatively to
design and make products
Activity: List similarities.
List differences. Explain
how colour, pattern and

Lesson: Recreate
‘Hollywood Swimming
Pool, 1964’
LO: To develop a wide
range of art and design
techniques in using colour,
pattern, texture, line,
shape, form and space
Activity: Listen and follow
instructions provided by
teacher. Apply knowledge
of tints from previous

Computing

shape and materials used.
Infer and explain what the
pictures might be about.

create secondary colours
Create new colours and
describe them, comparing
to others

Lesson: E-safety

Link to History lesson
(Research on laptops)

Apply this skill to their
own self-portrait.
Discuss their own work
with learning partner –
where have they used
different shading
techniques to show
light/dark?

style of Hockney

lines are used. Create our
own pop-art picture.

learning to create colours.

Lesson: Rugby game.

Lesson: Rugby game.

LO: To understand a
player’s role in rugby.

LO: To understand the use
of a rugby pitch.

Activity: Introduction to a
rugby game.
Children are to use
throwing and catching as
practised.

Activity: Using the lines/
markers, children are to
play appropriately.

Link to Geography lesson
(Research on laptops)

LO: To understand how to
use the internet safely and
securely.

PE

Activity: Children to surf
the internet guided by a
teacher.
Notice the layout, how to
enter a website, etc.
Create an E-safety poster
for display.
Lesson: Ball skills.

Ball skills
Rugby

LO: To roll a ball with
control.
Activity: Zig zag through a
series of tight markers.

Lesson: Catching a small
ball.

Lesson: Throwing a ball
overarm.

Lesson: Throwing a ball
sideways.

LO: To catch a ball by
holding my hands out in
an appropriate position.

LO: To throw a ball to my
partner using the overarm
position.

LO: To learn how to side
throw.

Activity: Using different
sized balls depending
upon how confident
children are throw and
catch the ball to their
partner.

PSHE
Healthy Lifestyles: Healthy
choices, different feelings;
managing feelings

Lesson: Setting goals for
the year – for dream jars.
LO: Healthy Lifestyles:
Healthy choices, different
feelings; managing
feelings.
Activity: Write their goal
on template.
Identify steps they will

Activity: Children to work
in partners, throwing the
ball accurately using the
overarm throw.

Lesson: Exploring different
emotions
LO: Healthy Lifestyles:
Healthy choices, different
feelings; managing
feelings.
Activity: Describe
emotions and feelings by
writing a list.

Activity: Children to work
in partners, throwing the
ball accurately using the
side throw.

RE
Buddhism

Music

British Values

need to take to meet the
goal

Explain how they felt by
using conjunction
‘because’
Select carefully the
feelings and emotions
they use in their writing.

Lesson: Introduction to
Buddhism
LO: What is Buddism?
Activity: Complete reading
comprehension

Lesson/LO: What
symbolises the religion of
Buddhism?
Activity: Create their own
Buddha painting.

Lesson: Begin to
understand how express
voice and use it creatively.

Lesson: Understanding
what a tuned and untuned
instrument is.

LO: To express my voice
when singing and
chanting.

LO: To play tuned and
untuned instruments
musically.

Activity: Use their voices
expressively and creatively
by singing songs and
speaking chants and
rhymes

Activity: Children to listen
carefully to tuned and
untuned instruments.
Play one instrument each,
listening carefully to its
sounds.

Link to PSHE.
Lesson: Setting goals for
the year – for dream jars.
LO: Healthy Lifestyles:
Healthy choices, different
feelings; managing
feelings.
LO: I am developing an
awareness of my own
needs, views and feelings
Activity: Write their goal
on template.
Identify steps they will
need to take to meet the
goal

Lesson: Only One You
LO: I can talk about how I
feel
Activity: Discuss what it
means to ‘stand out’.
List what makes us happy.
Advise someone on how
they could be happy.

Lesson: Listen with
concentration and
understanding to a range
of high-quality live and
recorded music.
LO: To understand what
live and recorded music
sound like.
Activity: Listen and select
favourite live and
recorded music and note
similarities and
differences.
Link to art.
Lesson: My Many
Coloured Day
LO: I can be sensitive to
and respect the feelings of
others
Activity: Draw lines to
represent different
feelings.
Decide which colours
could reperesent different
emotions – Explain how
emotions change
throughout the day.

Outdoor Learning

Exploring school grounds
materials. What can we
spot?

Picture of them
underneath the tree.
Compare during different
seasons.

Find a calming space to
meditate.

